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Gender

411 responses

Studied in:

411 responses

Name of Course

411 responses

Survey on Teaching Learning Process
411 responses

Publish analytics

Copy

Male
Female59.4%

40.6%

Copy

Under Graduate Courses
Post Graduate Courses
PG Diploma

14.4%

85.4%

Copy

B.A
B. Com
B. Com (Hons)
B.Sc. Medical
B.Sc. Non-Medical
B.Sc. Computer Science
B.Sc. (Hons) Bio Technology
B.Sc. (Hons) Mathematics

1/3

11.2%

9.2%

42.3%
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Curriculum

Teachers encourage you to participate in co-curricular activities.

411 responses

Institute/Teachers make efforts  to inculcate soft skills, life skills and
employability skills to enhance the prospects in job market.

411 responses

Are you satisfied with the content provided to you by the teachers during
online classes?

411 responses

Copy

4. Strongly Agree
3. Agree
2. Neutral
1. Disagree
0. Strongly Disagree

12.7%48.7%

35.3%

Copy

4. To a great extent
3. Moderate
2. Some What
1. Very Little
0. Not at all

13.9%

41.1%

36.3%

Copy

4. To a great extent
3. Moderate
2. Some What
1. Very Little
0. Not at all

11.9%
38%

41.1%
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Teaching Pedagogy

What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LED projector,
Multimedia, etc. while teaching?

411 responses

How often do the teachers use student centric methods, such as
experiential learning, participative learning and problem-solving
methodologies for enhancing learning experiences?

411 responses

Teachers Capabilities

Copy

4. Above 90%
3. 71-90%
2. 51-70%
1. 30-50%
0. Below 30%

12.7%

29.2%15.8%

17.3%

25.1%

Copy

4. To a great extent
3. Moderate
2. Some What
1. Very Little
0. Not at all

9%

16.8%

39.2%

30.9%
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How well do the teachers prepare for the classes?

411 responses

How well are the teachers able to communicate?

411 responses

The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as-

411 responses

Copy

4. Thoroughly
3. Satisfactorily
2. Poorly
1. Indifferently
0. Won’t prepare at all

49.1%

44.8%

Copy

4. Always Effective
3. Sometimes Effective
2. Just Satisfactorily
1. Generally Ineffective
0. Very Poor Communication

11.7%

21.4%

64.5%

Copy

4. Excellent
3. Very Good
2. Good
1. Fair
0. Poor

19%

36.5%

39.9%
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The teachers illustrate the concepts with examples and applications.

411 responses

Evaluation System

The institution makes the necessary efforts to enhance the quality of
teaching -learning process.

411 responses

How fair is the internal evaluation process adopted by the teachers.

411 responses

Copy

4. Every time
3. Usually
2. Occasionally/Sometimes
1. Rarely
0. Never

33.3%

51.3%

Copy

4. Strongly Agree
3. Agree
2. Neutral
1. Disagree
0. Strongly Disagree

17.5%
44.5%

34.8%

Copy

4. Always fair
3. Usually fair
2. Sometimes fair
1. Usually fair
0. Unfair

14.6%37.2%

43.1%
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Your teacher does a necessary follow-up with a task  assigned to you.

411 responses

Facilities/Infrastructure

The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, student
exchange, field visit opportunities for students.

411 responses

The teaching and mentoring process of the institution facilitates you in
cognitive, social and emotional growth.

411 responses

Copy

4. Every time
3. Usually
2. Occasionally/Sometimes
1. Rarely
0. Never

10.9%
37.2%

47.4%

Copy

4. Regularly
3. Usually
2. Occasionally/Sometimes
1. Rarely
0. Never

10.9%

17%

34.5%

31.6%

Copy

4. Significantly
3. Very Well
2. Moderately
1. Marginally
0. Not at all

22.9%

23.4%

46%
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The institution organises extra-curricular activities for overall growth of
students.

411 responses

The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is very
good.

411 responses

Student Support & Grievances

What do you think about the teacher’s attitude to handle your
queries/grievances.

411 responses

Copy

4. Strongly Agree
3. Agree
2. Neutral
1. Disagree
0. Strongly Disagree

22.1%

39.9%

32.4%

Copy

4. Strongly Agree
3. Agree
2. Neutral
1. Disagree
0. Strongly Disagree

14.8%
47.2%

34.3%

Copy

Empathetic
Considerate
Neutral
Inadvertent
Indifferent

20.4%

38.2%

37.5%
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Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?

411 responses

How often do teachers discuss the available career opportunities after
the pursuing programme/course  you have chosen ?

411 responses

The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you by providing
adequate challenges.

411 responses

Copy

4. Every time
3. Usually
2. Occasionally/Sometimes
1. Rarely
0. Never

13.9%37%

42.8%

Copy

4. Every time
3. Usually
2. Occasionally/Sometimes
1. Rarely
0. Never

15.1%

43.6%

32.4%

Copy

4. Fully
3. Reasonably
2. Partially
1. Slightly
0. Unable to

19%

27.7%

43.1%
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Teachers are able to identify your weakness and help you to overcome
them.

411 responses

Give three observation/suggestions to improve the overall teaching-learning
experience in your institution.

Copy

4. Every time
3. Usually
2. Occasionally/Sometimes
1. Rarely
0. Never

8.8%

13.6%

31.6%

41.4%
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A

411 responses

Nothing

No

.

Good

Nothing

..

A

...

-

Infrastructure

Nil

All good

Good

nothing

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well.

Every thing is very authentic

Hiring more passionate staff

No suggestion

Main concentration should be on learning process and

Teachere dont complete the syllabus before exam
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Courses can be more research oriented. Kindly provide elective course based on the
willingness even though less strength.

Start internship for students

Improve infrastructure

Staff of my institute is very copperative

Class on time

Everything is good.

Free period should be given in order to freshen up the minds

Okyy

Online classes

All is well.

Understand students problems

No need because our teacher already work hard andwell

Weekly class test

All well

Classes should be started earlier after the exams to prepare the students with satisfaction

They should start to tell students about jobs and how industries work

All good

Not take extra lecture

Providing the full information about different careers after completing the undergraduate
course.

1

Use better graphics and visual media
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.

Co-curricular activities should be increased

Good Environment

Online notes should be provided

Interact with everyone not your favourite

Provide proper notes

Teaching in institute is very good

Class renovation

The learning experience is too excellent

ok

Yes

Smart class

Nice

to keep the speed moderate while teaching

Strict action should be taken against those studnets who miss/bunk classes.

Use better graphics

Very good

They should not cut internal marks on the basis of attendance

Teachers are good and very intelligent

Use ICT tools and digital game-based learning.

Be social & Interview students.

Everything is good in the college there is not something in particular that i want to give
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suggestion about

Teachers are very nice

It would be great if they take us to field trip more oftenly

Cleanliness in classrooms

Focus on students

Encourage social learning

Make teaching a two way interaction

Institution must see about the internship programmes

Everything is fine. Nothing to improve

Communicate with colleagues.

More revision classes should be conducted

Special attention should be paid to cleanliness of the campus as there are so many pegions
disturbing while we are studying

Extra activities related to real life situations

All teachers are good

They should teach the subject in a interesting way .so the students don't get bored in the
classroom.

Introduction of more practical knowledge based teachings

Teachers should use different modes of teaching

Field visit opportunities for students

More talk about career opportunities

Increase morality of students

Teachers should tell students about their performance
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Listen to children's queries

The teachers should give practical exposure to their subjects respectively

Teachers can guve more assignments

Teacher's are always helping and kind.

Practical knowledge can be improved

Better explanations should be provided on topics by the teachers

They must use the modern teaching facilities like projector.

The teachers should teach whole syllabus slowly and gradually

Teachers should well communicate with the the students regarding their ongoing educational
life and about thier future goals the can achieve. Giving them knowledge towards the further
education and jobs they can persue to.

The teachers are very good in teaching but sometime students are unable to understand the
concepts fully due to abundant lectures in a single day. They do not have enough time to go
through that work everyday.

No need

It’s okay

Create a welcoming environment

Overall its good

All the facility members are providing us the best education in this institute.

Counselling with students

Use of presentation

266 more responses are hidden
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B

249 responses

..

Nothing

Nothing

Good

No

B

-

Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts.

Nil

Differentiate between students.

.

Encourage cooperative learning

Advice students for their career and academic opportunities.

....

.....

Teachers are very nicely teach

Career options

Introduce basic sports activities

Class on time

Written notes should be given of theoretical subjects eg C++
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Okyy

Practically work

I don't want to complaint about anything.All teachers are cooperative.

They should start taking student to field trips more often

Avoid online sources

They should understand the students problems

To enhance the skills of students according to their need

1

encourage cooperative learning

Furniture

Videos regarding topics should be send

Don’t do personal biases

Vedio regarded topic should be sent

Double seating banch in paper

Yes

Making teaching a two way interaction

Best

Our institute have good invironment

Healthy food In Canteen

Don't do partially

Know u students

Assignments should be thoroughly discussed
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Awareness about new way or opportunity

They should deal the situation in different way.

More field trips and outdoor activities

Discuss the career opportunities

Different ways to teach

Suggest the career option to students

Strength nd weakness about the student

Staff plays important role

Can make topics more interesting to engage students for long time period

Improve sitting arrangements in class

Some teachers should prepare the lecture before class.

I am satisfied with teachers

The lectures should be arranged in a way that students feel relax and have time to go through
the study done on that day

Teachers has to use projectors etc more

Use of multimedia

Use of real life example to explain concept

To conduct educational trips or visits

Excellent experience for me

Give notes

Should not do any partiality

They should be more friendly and should interact more
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No need to suggestion

College trips should be arranged

Some teachers should not always use bookish language rather they can modify the topic
according to their own way so that students can understand it in an easier way

Teachers should give lessons on general knowledge.

provide more knowledge

Try to reach every student and ask for the doubts

Explain

Clean parks

Exellent

Involve the students in outdoor activities or seminars

Good teachers behavior

Regular tests should be taken

Everything is perfect

Syllabus must be reduced little as in post graduation there is vast syllabus which was not
completely able to learn by students

Helps the students while Revision time

Boards should be changed

Improving Learning – Outdoor Teaching

Syllabus should be completed before 15days of exams

The boring subjects like inorganic and all must be made effective by allowing students with
points to get them learn quickly.

Practical files to be completely reduced in length as all know it is a time and paper wasting and
going to be torn and thrown away, Students dont even make themselves. FOCUS SHOULD BE
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ON TEACHING PRACTICAL SKILLS NOT IN COMPLETING FILES, Honestly students don't even
know how to perform a practical.

Create classroom games

Staff plays important role.

Digital study

They should be more considerate about numerical ques .

Changes can be made in the time table instead of taking classes randomly with some students
uninformed

If they can make sure that the lecture is reaching each and every student.

Teachers should focus more on practical work

Teaching very good

Cooperative teachers

some students are disadvantaged by language barrier, please give them some attention.

Teachers are cooperative

They should communicate with each and every student in the class

Teacher's must communicate with weak students also

Always be there for us for solving any problems about study

Previous year question paper should be discussed. Before exams and after completion of
syllabus

More extra-curricular activities should be conducted so that student can show there talents ..

Overall studies are best in our college.

115 more responses are hidden
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C

208 responses

Nothing

Good

..

Nothing

No

....

C

-

Nil

.

Proper communication between students and teachers

Encourage cooperative learning

Notes

Make teaching a two way interaction

Communicate with colleagues

...

Terchers are mother for all the students

Should provide more current problems to solve. Statements of industrial problems could be
assigned.

Well behaved
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Class on time

Proper time should be given in order to understand a topic properly before starting the next
one

Okyy

Notes Providing

They should organise hackathons, coding workshops which will help to involve students in
activities which will help to boost their confidence

Satisfied

They should talk politely with students

To solve the problem if any student face in any kind of topic from particular subject

1

Co curricular activities should be increased

Use better graphics and visual media for better learning

Be polite with your students

Large class room

Yes

Try to reach every student and make their doubts

We easily learn and remember everything doing by the professor's.

Share your personal experience to let them understand the difficulty in real life

Reference books related to syllabus of M.Sc Mathematics should be available in library.

Advice for students career

Explanations with examples should be done

Teacher about communication and other ness essays knowledge which helps in your future
and career goals and need of today
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Less bookish knowledge

Discuss about the pursuing courses

Give interesting and relatable examples when they teach

Encourage cooperative learning

More participative towards activities

Proper facilities with great guidance

Try to minimise the teacher-student gap by becoming more friendly so everyone can ask their
doubts without hesitation

Use different methods of teaching tools for making the understanding of the topics

They can give more examples to communicate with students

Give a hint to a student where he/she need improvement

Teachers could more listen to queries

Teacher's also encourage the students

Should teach some real life values

They should try to make teaching more fun

My all subject teachers are very good

Teachers should not judge students on the basis of the assignments given

best education

Use Visual media to engage students well

Lighting library

Encouraging

Taking the students to the tour or picnics
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Training and process

Telling about the mistakes of students in paper

Everything is perfect

Make sure that help the students by giving extra lecture to solve last year question paper

More focus on skill development

Teachers should able to take care of notes

Rest teaching method is good just need of some more support of teachers to students for
making their complications related to study easy.

Assignments given shouldnt be a written material it should be the way other than copying
syllabus topics directly. Assignment should be fun not the boaring part.

Proper facilities with great guideness

Assignment problem

Way of teaching is very good

I hope there is proper lunch break of minimum 20 minutes in the time table

Make sure the lecture is not a lullaby but an interesting topic to get involved in.

Teachers are cooperative

Infrastructure not good

classes should not only be focused on penning down notes but understanding.

Teaching is good

They should help the students in solving their each and every problem

Always teach us with full of enjoyment so that we don't feel over

Thanks!!! For asking

Promote the cultural activities also.
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Give him classes for digital teaching

S

Logics how it mean

The college stinks a lot. All the gates should be opened. Students find it very difficult to walk
away

Good teacher are not in the institute

Otherwise satisfied

provide guide for intership, training and job.

Clears every doubt of ourselves

Prevent discrimination basis between students.

Understanding

Advise

Give more opportunities to students in placement session

Personalize the learning experience

No assignments should be given

Teach us like our good friends

Kindly manage studies of all subjects on time, so students have enough time for revision

100

technology

71 more responses are hidden
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DATA INTREPRETATION OF THE STUDENT FEEDBACK ON ONLINE LEARNING 

(2021-2022) 

During COVID-19, admission process of college was shifted to online mode and the same was 

implemented for various feedbacks also. In Curriculum, more than 84% of the students agreed that 

teachers encourage them to participate in the co-curricular activities such as Quiz, Extension 

Lectures, Declamation and other alike competitions and events and also, they are well satisfied 

with the content provided by the teachers during online classes. In Teaching Pedagogy, the 

successful efforts of the college faculty are shown when more than 70% of the students are satisfied 

with the student centric methods used by teachers. But they are moderate satisfied with the use of 

ICT tools by teachers while teaching. More than 93% of students are happy with the teacher’s 

ability to communicate and they are well prepared for the classes. 79.3% of the students accepted 

that institution makes effort to enhance the teaching learning process and fair evaluation system. 

As per student feedback, it is evident that more than 68% of students are highly satisfied with the 

mentoring process of the institute and extra-curricular activities for their overall development. 

More than 75% have positive attitude of teachers towards handling grievances and queries of the 

students. Above 70% students are reasonably satisfied with the encouragement given by the 

teachers to identify their strengths and prepare them to face challenges. More than 65% of the 

students were satisfied with the internship promotions and student exchange opportunities of the 

institute. Feedback Analysis shows that our teachers are highly capable of handling the queries of 

students in effective and efficient way. Result of survey of Satisfaction of students towards 

teaching learning process was highly positive and students were highly satisfied with the teaching-

learning process even after shifting to various online modes during COVID-19. 

 



ACTIONS TAKEN ON STUDENTS FEEDBACK (2021-22) 

 Multani Mal Modi College is committed to provide best and quality education to its 

students and to strengthen its efforts, the college has signed MOU’s with various 

institutions and collaborating agencies for the benefit of the students. These institutions 

will provide internship programme to the students which will be beneficial for the students 

in enhancing their skills and abilities 

 The college has started various certificate course such as Certificate course on GST and 

Return Filling for the B.Com Students, Certificate Course in Finishing School etc. College 

has planned some more skill-based certificate courses for the next session 

 Placement drives has been boosted up for the outgoing students in order to make 

employable after graduation. 

 

 

PRINCIPAL 

 


